ORTHOGONAL PROPERTIES OF INDEPENDENT
FUNCTIONS
BY

SAMUEL KARLIN
This paper investigates the orthogonal structure of independent systems
of functions. The tendency in dealing with independent
functions has been
largely to establish results relating to the law of large numbers and central
limit theorems (see [l ])(')• The treatment here is concerned with an analytical study of the orthogonal properties of independent functions and does not
consider probability interpretations.
Two functions /i(/) and f2Ít) are said to be independent
over the interval

(0, 1), if for any a,-, ßt (î'= 1, 2) we have

| E («x < fiit) = ßi, at2< f2it) á ßi) I

= | E iai < Ml) = ßi) | | E ia < fiit) á ßi) I
t
t
where | | denotes the measure of the set. The extension to several functions
is done in a natural manner [4, pp. 61-63].
The classical example of such a system of functions is the well known system of Rademacher. This system can be defined as follows :
Xnit) = sign sin (2B+1xZ)

for 0 £ * £ 1,

xoit) = 1.
Other important

27],andKac

systems

have been introduced

Some immediate consequences of the definition
(a) If xiit), • • • , Xnit), are independent,
then

(2)

by Steinhaus

[2, pp. 23-

[3, p. 64].

f Û Xiit)dt
= fit

J o

i

i «^o

are

Xii^dt.

If we assume the mean value of each x„(i) equal to zero, then the orthogonality of Xnit) results from (2). Another result is that if xi+ ■ ■ • +xn belong to
Lp, then each x„(i) belongs to L" for p —l. It is to be remarked now that
Xnit) considered as an orthogonal system is incomplete, that is, there exist
nonzero functions (for example, git) =xi(/)x2(/)) which are orthogonal to all
Xnit). Consequently,
no uniqueness of expansions can be expected.
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Independent
functions are important
for their connection with independent random variables, and on the other hand, for any sequence of measurable functions/„(¿),
there exists a sequence of independent
functions x„it)
which are equimeasurable
to/„(i) respectively
[4, pp. 62-63].
This paper is divided into three main sections dealing with convergence,
summability, and lacunarity respectively. In §1 convergence in Lp and ordinary pointwise convergence are discussed. §2 treats relationships of summability to convergence.
Finally, in §3 the connection of lacunarity
and independence systems with lacunary orthogonal systems is considered.
Whenever an integral is written we presuppose sufficient assumptions
to
insure the existence of the integral. The assumption
of existence of the
integral will always be valid if it is assumed that | xm(i) | = M„, that is, that
Xmit) need not be uniformly bounded. Less restrictive conditions can usually

be imposed.
The domain of definition

of xm(£) is (0, 1). The conjugate

exponent

p' to p

will be the number such that 1/p + l/p' = 1.
1. Convergence. In this section we deal with convergence properties of
independent series. The first part of this section will be devoted to studying
modes of convergence of partial sums and their interrelationships.
Let Xnit) be an independent
system of functions each possessing a mean
value zero, J0\xnit)dt = 0. This assumption
implies that the x„(/) can be considered as an orthogonal system of functions. We do not at first assume that
the system is normalized.
An essential tool which will be used frequently throughout
the paper is
the following lemma established
by Marcinkiewicz
and Zygmund [5, pp.

109-115].
Lemma 1. If foXnit)dt = 0, then for all m

(1)

f

max | Snit) \pdt á K f
/'!/

m

0 \

for

l'=p<™,

AP/2

( E*»)
1

where

/

/»I

^ I

«'0

smit) = Ei^nM

| smi¿)\"dt

for 1 = p ^ »,

\smit)\»dt£Ap¡

/»I

2 n/2

(E*-)

Jo

and

Ap, A'v are

constants

depending

only on p.
We first establish

a lemma which is fundamental

in all that follows.

Lemma 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that E™aí*»W =í>»W converge to a function belonging to Lp il^p<
°°) is that

j
| smit) \pdt á t
J o

for m = 1, 2, • • • .
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Proof. Necessity.
is in Lp, we have

/|
Sufficiency.

o

In virtue

snit) \pdt g f

"

Since fl\ i„(/)| "dt^y

^/¡_'aix„it)

1 and the fact that sit) —T**'anxnjt)

max | *„(/) \»dt £ K t

Jo

/'

Hence,

of Lemma

[July

' I
oli

Ja

we have by Lemma

E OmXmit)

converges

2

IIJ'12

22

| sit) \pdt = y.
1 that

dt ^ —- •
y
Ap

a.e. to a p/2 integrable

function.

Since

2 2

Gmit) = E aix'iit) è Gm+iit),
we obtain

in employing

Lemma

1 and Lebesgue's

| smit) - Snit)\'dt^Apf
provided

(3)

n>m^Noie).

I

max

J o

m^ t£n

Therefore,

Again,

convergence

Í E aixtit))

theorem

that

dt = e

for any n and m

| Stix) — i,n(x) \"dx — Ap I

| jB(«) — smix) \"dx = K.

J o

if F,„„ = max „,g¡g„| Sí(x) —s„.ix) | p and

since

Fm,n^Fm,n+i^

• • • ,

it follows from (3) that lim„^MFOT,„= Fm exists almost everywhere.
Moreover,
F„è Fn+iè • • • ^0 which gives on account of (2a) that lim„ 77„= 0a.e. The
conclusion of the proof of the theorem is now immediate.
The theorem is also valid for p = •». It can be shown that the lemma does
not remain true for p<l.
We present now several applications
of this lemma. For completeness,
several definitions will now be given.
A sequence of functions /„(/) converges weakly in Lp (la£<*)
if for
every function git) in Lv'iM), we have that

lim f fnit)git)dt
,1—»ae J

converges.
A sequence

of functions/„(<)

o

converges

strongly

in L" (1^¿><

°°) if

lim f IMt) - /•.(<)]**- 0.
7Í.TÍ—»OCJ

A sequence
verges

pointwise

of functions
for almost

0

/„(/) converges
every

t.

in the ordinary

sense if /„(<) con-
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Finally,

a sequence

of functions/„(i)

converges

asymptotically

47

to a func-

tion /o(0 if for any e>0

lim | E [ | Mt) - foil) | à «o]I = 0,
n—»qo

where | | denotes the measure of the set.
A further lemma which is needed will now be given.

Lemma 2a. If s„kit) converges a.e. to a function
s„it) converges a.e. to fit).

Remark. The subsequence
Proof. The set of functions

(3a)

= aiXiit)

Xntit)

= ani+ixni+iit)

system,

integrable

Lp, then

nk is arbitrary.

Xniif)

form an independent

fit)

+

• • • + anixniit),
+

• • • +

an2x„2(/),

each having a mean value zero. Moreover,
\snk\

Ú max

since

| Sn.|,

k

Lemma

1 implies in virtue

f

of the hypothesis

| snkit)| pdt ^ f

Jo

J 0

and (3a) that

max | sn.it)\*it S K f
k

Jo

\ fit) \"dt g y.

Also, for nk<n<nk+i
/.i

rl

I Snit)¡"dt á A, j
0

\ n

i 2

p'2

r1

E akXkit) dt £ApAp j

•'Oil

= CP f

J o

This implies in virtue

Theorem

2 2

•'ONI

/

2 that sn converges

l^p<x

the following

to fit) almost everywhere.

equivalent

statements

valid for {sm(i)} :
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Weak convergence in Lp;
Ordinary convergence to a function belonging to Lp;
Strong convergence in Lp ;
Asymptotic convergence to a function in Lp.

Proof,

(a)—r(b).

V2

\snk+lit)\v>2dt¿y'.

of Lemma

1. For any

/"*+l

( E OnXnit)) dt

Since weak convergence

of sm(i) in Lp implies

Sn.it) \pdt = y

J o

are
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for an absolute constant y independent of m, an application of Lemma 2 gives
the result.
(b)—»(c). This is a consequence of the proof of Lemma 2.
(c)—»(a), (c)—>(d). These are well known.
(d)—>(b). The hypothesis of (iv) yields the existence of a subsequence
snk—*fit), where fit) (E.LP. An application of Lemma 2a completes the proof.

Q.E.D.
It is to be remarked that in a certain sense the hypothesis of Theorem 1
are best possible. For it is well known that there exists an independent series
E"*n(0
which converges almost everywhere
but which does not converge
in norm of L2. We construct such an example. Consider the set of functions
gnit) defined on the interval of (0, 1) as follows:
an,
gnit)

=

0 g t = pn/2,

-an,

Pn/2^

0,

t g pn,

pm&t&l.

where a„ shall denote a sequence of real numbers increasing sufficiently rapidly. There exists a sequence of independent
functions x„(/) equimeasurable
with g„it) respectively
[4, p. 62]. Thus each x„(/) has a mean value zero. If
we consider the set of t where
E = E iXnit) = 0, Xn+lit) = 0, • • • ),

then clearly

E-=
E ■£n-ri
E =
n
n+1
It follows from the hypothesis on an that a point of convergence of the series
E*7.(0 necessarily requires that the value I lie in the set En from some m on.
On account of the independence
of x„(¿) and the definition of gnit), we

obtain
[00

measure

—t

m

provided

-J

00

m

m

that ^2pn < °°. If we evaluate
/■Il

on choosing

E «-(0dt =
m

0

then

00

II En \= II measure«(£.) = fL (1 - p.) -» 1

E anPm

1

^2,anpn = oo, E^»

< °° we find

that

Ex»>W

converges

almost everywhere,
but does not converge in the norm of L2. In view of
Theorem 1, it is clear that/(/)
= E" *»(') cannot belong to any Lp class for

p^l.
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As an immediate

consequence

of Theorem

49

1 and Lemma 2a, we have the

following corollary.
Corollary
Lp ilúP<QO)
sequence.

1. Weak, strong or ordinary convergence to a function in
of any subsequence snk implies the same conclusion for the entire

This statement asserts that if snit) does not converge almost everywhere
to a function in Lp, then no subsequence can converge to a function in Lp.
We apply Lemma 2 in another direction. It is well known [ó] that for
p>l, a necessary and sufficient condition for weak convergence in Lp ip>l)
of a sequence of functions Eifa'^iW =smit) is that for every u, we have
/>

u

/* u

Snit)dt -* I

o

f

(5)

J 0

If we consider

x„(ö)=rn(ö)

sit)

where sit) G Lp,

Jo

| Snit)\pdt g y.
where r„(0) are the Rademacher

functions,

then if

E anrni6)dd-» I fit)dt
oi

J o

for every m where /(i) is in L" ip=l),
everywhere to fit). In virtue of Lemma

then ^,?anrnid)
2, this implies

converges

almost

E a»rnie) dB ^ 7.
01

/,

I

777.
1

Hence, condition (4) above is necessary and sufficient in the case of the
Rademacher functions for weak convergence in Lp. In the case of a general
independent series, we can assert statements of the following form:

If

(6)

f

\snit\)dtèy,
s„it)dt -* I sit)dt

/►

oU

J y»0 U

where j(0 is in Lp (pel),
then s„(2) converges weakly to sit) in Z>. For, indeed, (6) implies in virtue of Theorem 1 that for every u

Snit)dt-*\
o

fit)dt
J 0

and

Snit) -* fit)
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a.e., where/(/)
is in L. This together with (7) yields that fit) = sit) almost
everywhere.
Finally, Lemma 2 gives the result.
We proceed now to discuss other questions related to convergence of
n

Snit) = E aixiit).
We establish

first an important

lemma.

Lemma 3. // |X„| =M, then for m = l, 2, ■ ■ ■,
/i

1 I

m

p

p 1 ;

E KanXnit) dt = kip, M) I

Oil

m

E «nXnit) dt

Proof. A double application

of Lemma

1 gives

E *nanXnit) dt ^ AP I
Oil

E önX„X„(/)

dt

''Oil

2 /» 1 I m

(9)

giiij

,

2

dt

E a'nXnit)
J 0 I 1
/»

1 I

oil

Theorem

for 1 ^ p <

Joli

E «»»«»(O
<#•
I
m

I/>

2. // s„(/) converges to fit) a.e., where fit) £LP (lS:/><

°°), ¿Äe«

( fit)git)dt= ¿«A,
//te smwi converges absolutely with an and bn the Fourier
git) respectively with respect to .r„(¿) [git) is any function

Proof. The hypothesis

implies in virtue

of Lemma

coefficients of fit)
in L"'\.

and

1 that jl | s,„(/) | vdt ¿y.

Applying Lemma 3, we have
E KanXnit)
/I

This implies in virtue

01 |I '71
1

of Theorem

dt = y'.
IP

1 that for any git) in L1''

E KOnbn < «3
for every

bounded

shows that

Ela*M

sequence

|X„| =l.

< °°- Moreover,

In particular,

putting

Xn = sign

anbn

then

s„it)

clearly

J fg = E Onbn.
Theorem

3. //

í„(/)-^/"G¿p

almost

everywhere for

p=l,
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= Ei

aixiit)

converges unconditionally
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iby every rearrangement

of its terms

aixiit)) to fit).
Proof.

In virtue

of Lemma

2 and Lemma

•1 I
/Il

for any | Xn| ^ 1

m
7ft

E Xna„x„(2) dt ^ y.
0

Choosing

3, we obtain

1

X„ to be 0 or 1, we obtain

di ^ y
E *»<*»<(*)

/'

*1 m

0 I 1

for every subseries. This in virtue of a well known result [6, chap. 1 ] gives the
unconditional
strong convergence in Lp. Applying Theorem 1 yields the ordinary unconditional
convergence.
To show that every rearrangement
converges to the same function, we have by Lemma 1 for M sufficiently large

that for any N>M
/,

1 I .V

.V

p

^ ç

E an(q)Xn(q)it) — E anXnit) dt - A p j

oil

1

Moreover,
/,

1j

oil

=git)

I
d/—>0,
J/• |g(i)
—E# <*»<«*■.<

«/

I

1

almost everywhere.

4. // | Ei"ûnX„(/)| ¿iï

a.e., then Ei°°|önX„(<)| < <» a.e.

We first deal with the case of Rademacher

suppose
that
IIï*(l+r*W)-

| ^™anrnid) \ —K a.e. We
F°r anY |Xi| =1, on account
m

pirn

E û»x„= j
i

•/ o

i

i

i

II (1 + X*rt(fl))dfl
= #.
»ft

i

Xft= sign an, we get El a»l < °°- We proceed

In the familiar

r„(ö). Let us

m

o

(10)

functions

introduce
the positive
kernel
of the independence
of rnid),

E «-'»(«)II (i + \trkie))de
/,

fixed 0

2 2
<*»*» <7<<

J 0 I fca£(.V)

v
/(') —E.V a»*»W
dt->0,

Theorem

Putting
where

p/2

oo

E

since

we infer that/(/)

Proof.

1 i

E

CnXnit)

now to the general

case

< K.

way, we insert the Rademacher

functions

and we obtain

for a
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(H)

E

É aniXniit) + Ë anjXnß).

anXnit)rniB)

In virtue of Theorem 3, (10), and Lemma 2 with p = «, we have that for each
8 almost everywhere in t
m

E a„x„it)rniB) g 2*.
i
On account

of Fubini's

theorem

this implies that for almost every t

771

E«nX„(0r„(9) =C
i
almost everywhere in 6. In view of the first part of the proof, we obtain almost
everywhere in / that El anX„(2) | < <», which completes the proof.
Corollary

1. If

E™fflnXn(í) converges, a.e. to a bounded function,

then

Ela«*»W| < Ma.e.
This follows immediately
from Lemma 2 and the theorem. A further
remark in this connection is that if sB(¿) ^ —A almost everywhere,
then we
assert that s„(/) converges almost everywhere
to an integrable function.

Indeed

f | Snit)\dt = f I Snit)+A\dt+f

J 0

•'0

Jo

Applying Lemma 2 we obtain our result.
It is of interest to study the relationship

E«*<--

\A\dt= f Snit)dt
+ 2A= 1A.
Jo

of convergence

of Ei^^W

and

We say that {x„(¿)} possesses the property Cp if whenever Ei^^/tW
converges to a function in Lp, then Ea*< °°- ^ is sufficient to study the property Cp only for 1 -—p<2, the case of p = 2 being trivial. We now supplement
a+esult of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [4, pp. 65-67].

Theorem

Cp il^p<2)

5. A necessary and sufficient condition that {x„(/)} have property

is that Urn ini fl\xnit)\pdt=A>0.

Proof. Necessity. Let us suppose the contrary
then let nk be determined so that

/. o

that lim inf fl | x„(¿) | "dt = 0,

I*»i(0lp*ak2

Choose anh=l. Otherwise a„ = 0.
Using the inequality that for x, y, z, • ■ • S:0 and 0<r<l
ix + y + z +

■ ■ ■ y < xr + y

+ zr +

■■• ,
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since p/2 <1, we have
/,

1 \

oil

m

P

/» 1

no

it

Í*

E anXnit)dt ^ Ap I |E ö»*nW
r dt ^ AP I El «n^nCO
I"¿*

In virtue
However,

•/ 0

«^

of Lemma 2, we obtain that
since a„ = l infinitely often,

Era***W
Eo»<°°

converges to fit) GLP.
which contradicts
the

hypothesis.

Sufficiency. Since

(/Œ«0"**W
where/„^O,

we have, since p/2<l,

for 0 < ¿ < 1

that

e( J i«A®
\pdtJ'p=
¿( J14,4$r/f*)
2/p

(i2)

2/p

á(jiE^r^)

2/p

If jyanXnit)->fit)ELp,

then by Lemma 2 and (12), we get

EU»I2(J I*»(í)M)P^7,
In virtue of the hypothesis, we obtain Ea»< °°» which completes the proof.
As a consequence of the proof, we have the following corollary.

Corollary

1. Z/lim inf f1Q\xnit)\pdt=A>0

aim

12 \ 1/2

E anXnit)
\dt\

for l^p<2,

/ ~I m

then

|p \l/p

= Cp( J | E <W) * J

/or any sequence of constants a„.

It is well known from the general moment problem that given a system of
functions {<£„(/)}, a necessary and sufficient condition that for a sequence of
constants ak there exist a function git) in Lp with ak=fg(pk is that
r

(13)

E a*Äfc

«i|

«

Ip'

-|i/p'

J E ****(*)
#1
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where hi, • • • , hm are any numbers and 7 is an absolute constant. Let us suppose now that E°n < °° ', then there exists a function fit) in L2 with an as
Fourier coefficients with respect to x„(/). In virtue of (13) and Corollary 1, we
have that there exists a function in Lp' having an as coefficients provided that

lim inf ,

I Xnit) \pdt è A > 0.

•/ 0

Thus, it follows that:

Corollary
a function

2. If lim inf fl\xnit)\pdt^A>Q,

fit) in LP'(M)

In the next theorem
tem, namely:

(14)

with an as its Fourier

then if E"»<

we shall place an additional

inf JI
lim inf

J 0

x there exists

coefficients.

restriction

on the sys-

x„( I dt è A > 0.
I Xnit)

We have already encountered
the same hypothesis in the previous theorem.
In essence, the class of systems satisfying (14) includes most important
independent systems. Any uniformly bounded orthogonal system has this property. Moreover, as is shown in §3, any independent
system x„(¿) for which
there exists a p>2 such that
1

/.

I Xnit) \pdt ¿ y

(7 is an absolute

constant)

0

satisfies (14). Any independent
system of functions which are equi-integrable [l] possess this property.
In general (14) is assumed in proving most
theorems concerning the laws of large numbers and central limit theorems.
We have now the following lemma.

Lemma
measure

4. If lim inf Jl\xnit)\dt'^A>0,

then for any set E of positive

lim inf í ¡ Xnit)I dt è A > 0.
Jx
Proof. If ^Jibnx„it) converges in a set of positive measure E, it follows
from the law of zero and one that it converges almost everywhere.
The
hypothesis
now easily implies that
E$» < °° • We have thus shown that
E^.Xft^)
possesses the property that whenever
E^«X>>W converges in E,
then E^« < °° ■This gives as in the proof of Theorem 6 that lim inf /e| x„(/) | dt

^A>0.
Theorem

6. If Urn inf /¿|x„(/) \dt=A>0,

f10x'„it)dt= l, and if
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El a„x„it)\" < co
in a set E of positive measure
Proof.

E'CE

(1^¿><2),

EI anXnit) | p < °° almost everywhere.

Since EI anxnit) \p < °° in E where

m(£)>0

there

exists

a set

with jw(E') >0 such that in £'

(15)

EI«»*»(0|P < K.

In virtue

of Lemma

5, we have

f | Xnit)\"dt^— f \ X„it)| dt è A' > 0.

(16)

•/ »'

Integrating

CJ E

(15) over £' with use of (16) yields

E

| in| "< °° • Integrating,

we

obtain

f

| E a«*»(0I"dt = E I an\p \ Xnit)dt< «¡.

This easily yields that

Corollary

El0»^»^)!

" converges

almost

1. If fxlit)dt = l, lim inf fl\x„it)\dt

everywhere.

SA>0, then the absolute

convergence of the series E0«*« W îW a sei °f positive measure implies the absolute convergence almost everywhere.
This is precisely
2. Summability.
orthogonal
systems

the theorem for the case p = l.
One of the fundamental
concepts
is the Lebesgue kernel Lnii)

essential

in studying

E MB)(t>kit)dB.

o I i

It is customary to assume in working with an orthogonal set of functions that
the Lebesgue kernel is uniformly
summable
by some finite row Toeplitz

matrix

[6, p. 350 ], that is,
/i

E b.kEk *.w*i(0 dB g

1 ) ni

0 I *=1

M

a.e.

¡=1

In this connection
we turn to investigate
the character
of the Lebesgue
kernel of an independent
system of functions. We assume first that fl0xnit)dt
= 0 for each n. We develop many results prior to this investigation.

Lemma a. //<r,=

E"=i&</.-E*-i€*a* converges for every e¡= ±1, then E|a¡l

<oc.

Proof. We first establish that if f.ïL.A ikth —A t converges for every variation of sign 6/ = ± 1, E"=i|-<4u-| =C for every i. If we observe that {iAik)k
= Xi} i is a sequence of elements in (/) (space of absolutely convergent
series),
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then the hypothesis

the form/=

implies that x< converges

{ek}. A result of Banach

strongly convergent
proof. Since
ni

weakly for all functionals

and hence ||x,j| = E"-i|-4<*|
k

nf

/ of

[ll, pp. 138-139] implies that x» are

r*

n<

= C We now complete

""]

the

ni

E °ikE eiai= E *i «¡E bik\ = E *iAu

k=l

converges

1=1

1=1

L

k=l

J

¡-1

for every e¡= ±1, we have in view of the preceding,

E °ikE eiai = E «¡E bik

(a)

k=l

k=l

¡-1

¡-1

that

= El-4«I
=c.
1=1

If we replace ej by r¡id), then the hypothesis states that <r,-(0)converges for
every 0. In virtue of a known result [10, pp. 122-125], this implies that
Smid)= En-ifl*r'(0) converges a.e. This, combined with (a), yields on account
of the proof of Theorem 4 that EIa« I < °° • This completes the proof.

Lemma5. 7/a-,(/)= Et-A^Ef-i^'W
for p=l,

ana^limi,/-.«Jo|<r,•(/)—
<r¿(0|pdt= 0

then

f

Snit)\pdt

= y.

J o

Proof. If o-í(¿)=E"-A'*Eí-i€¡aíx¡(0 with ei=±l
tion of Lemma

1 and the hypothesis

lim f

then a double applica-

of the lemma yields that

¡a'iit) - <r'iit)\pdt
=0

',j—»00 J g

for any ej= ±1. This implies that for any bk the Fourier coefficients
functions in Lp'iM), we have that
ni

of any

k

lim E bikE *iaibi
i

k-1

1=1

exists. In virtue of Lemma a, this gives that fl\snit)\pdt^y,
for otherwise,
there exists a function in Lp'iM) such that | E°*M = °° » which is impossible.
It is clear in virtue of Lemma 5 and Lemma 2 that:

Lemma 6. If j\<Tiit)-Ojit)\pdt-*Q

for p = 0, then

/ M<)-*i(0|p-»0.
Furthermore,

we establish

the following lemma.

Lemma 7. If f10\ffiit)\pdt^y for p>l,

then
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J o

| Snit)\pdt g y'
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for p > 1.

Proof. The hypothesis implies the existence of a subsequence cr^it) which
converges weakly in Lp. The selection of a subsequence can be considered
as a Toeplitz matrix B operating on <Tj(/). If A denotes the original Toeplitz
matrix then BA {s„(i)} =Oinit), where BA=C
is a new Toeplitz
matrix.
Thus, we have shown the existence of a Toeplitz matrix whose elements
ai it) = C{snit)} converge weakly in Lp ip>l).
Due to a result of Saks [9,
p. 51 ], we can select a subsequence from er/ it) which is strongly (C, 1) sum-

mable in Lp, that is,

E <4(0 E.i <4(0

as 7M, M —* oo.

J o

Again, as above, this reduces to a new Toeplitz

E{snit)} = alit)

suchthat

matrix E with the properties

f- |<r"- ff/|P-»0.

In view of Lemma 5, we obtain the result.
The proof of this lemma is not applicable to p = l.
We now use a familiar method introduced by Marcinkiewicz

and Zyg-

mund [5, p. 111].
Lemma 8. If for any Toeplitz matrix, <rnconverges almost everywhere to fit)
which is a function in Lp ipèzl), then sn converges.

Proof. We introduce an independent
system xi(/), x{ it), • • ■ , x„(/),
xñit), • ■ • with x„' it) equimeasurable
to —x„(¿) respectively
[4, p. 63]. We
shall consider the symmetric independent
system x„(/)=x„+x„'.
In view of
the hypothesis,
Eîa»*»(Orn(0)
is summable
for each 9 toa pth integrable
function/(/,
6). Moreover, it is clear from the properties of xn(/) that for any

öi and di

f \fit,8i)\pdt=Jof \fit,B2)\pdt.

Jo

Hence, if we average over 6, we obtain

(17)

f dBJof \fit,6)\pdt^y.

Jo

In virtue of the Fubini theorem,
we have that for almost every /,
Lía»í»Wí,»(9)
is almost everywhere summable to fit, 6) in 8. In virtue of a
well known result [10, p. 122], we obtain that ^ianXnit)r„id)
converges almost everywhere in 6 for almost every t to fit, 8) in Lp. Moreover, in view of
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Lemma

2, we obtain
/i

1 I

k

p

r% 1

E anxnit)rni&) dB = A I

oil

On account

of (17), if we integrate
/,

i

/. 11

dt\

0

Using Lemma

| fit, 8)

Jo

k

E

we get
anxnit)rni&)

dB á y'.

•'oil

1 twice, we have that
/.

1 I

dt <C

Ek anXnit)

0 I 1

which in virtue

of a known result
/,

Finally,

applying

Lemma

[5, p. 110] implies

1 1 Ek OnXnit)
0 I 1

dt < C.

2 gives the result.

Lemma 9. // (r¿(2) is asymptotically

convergent to a function

in Lp, then

Snit) converges.

Proof. This follows easily from Lemma 8 since the hypothesis insures the
existence of a subsequence
<nk convergent
to a function in L'\ This can be
represented as a new Toeplitz matrix operating on s„(/) whose elements converge to a function in Lp. It remains only to apply the preceding lemma.

Lemmas 6, 7, 8 and 9 yield the following theorem.
Theorem
7. If for any Toeplitz matrix either
(a) <r,-(/) converges strongly in Lp, p=l,
(b) ori it) converges weakly in Lp, p>l,
(c) cr,(¿) converges a.e. to a function in L", p = l, or
(d) ffiit) converges asymptotically to a function in L" (¿>= 1),
then Snit) converges to a function in Lp.
We now present

Corollary

two corollaries

1. // | Etï

to Theorem

7.

A*- E*=ia*-r*W I = M almost everywhere, then a.e.

E I aixiit) | < oo.
Proof.

The hypothesis

implies in virtue

of Theorem

E aixiit) < M

7 that

1949]
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Corollary

An application

of Theorem

59

4 gives the result.

2. If for p^l

I.
0

E bik E x„it)XniB) dt¿ M
I k= 1

7i=l

almost everywhere, then
/■

1 I

dt < M

Ek Xnit)XniO)

0 I 1

a.e., where bik is a finite row matrix.

Proof.

It follows easily on account

of the hypothesis

M

E bik E bnXnit)

(a)

for every bn which are the Fourier

that a.e.

coefficients

of a function

in Lpl'. Moreover,

(a) yields that
1 i ni

/.

k

E bik E bnXnit) dt ^ y.
0

I k=l

71=1

This implies in virtue of Theorem 10 that
Consequently,
in view of (a), we get a.e.

s„it) converges

almost everywhere.

E bnXnit) á K.
The conclusion of the corollary follows easily from this fact.
We remark now that in view of Lemma 8 all the preceding theorems of
this chapter are valid for infinite Toeplitz matrices.
We indicate now how (b) in Theorem 10 can be extended to the case p = l.
We do this for a finite row positive Toeplitz matrix. First, we specialize even
further to the case where E«£i^«* = l f°r a'l *• The properties of a Toeplitz
matrix insure the existence of a subsequence of rows for which
nmi

(18)

n*ni+1

y. bmik á

e

k=l

k-l

for every I.

bmi+l,k

For convenience of notation, we shall assume that all rows of the Toeplitz
matrix have this property. In virtue of the hypothesis (b) and Lemma 1, we

obtain
/i

1 I 7i;

oil

E(W))2

/ni

£*'*)

\ k=l

\ 2 I 1/2

dt ^ y.

/

If Fi= UlLiiaiXtW-iJ^ltbik)2 then from (18) it follows that
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Fi = Fi+i = Fi+i g • • •
Interchanging

limit with integral,
/i

1 I

olí
Again by Lemma

with Fi G £1/2.

we obtain

77J
E(<W(¿))2

I 1/2

I

dt g y.

1, we have

En aixiit) dt á y'
I i

/I

whence on using Lemma 2, the result follows.
The case where Eï-A^l
but bik —0 can be easily reduced
lar circumstance
so as to yield (22).

to a simi-

Theorem
8. If lim inf fl\xnit)\dt=
A>0 and cr^t) converges in a set of
positive measure, then snit) converges almost everywhere.
Proof. Using the procedure of Lemma 8, we obtain that Eîa***Wr*W
's
summable for each / of a set of positive measure in a set of positive measure
of 8. This gives by a known result [10, p. 122] that ¿lanxnit) < °o for / in a
set of positive measure E. Consequently,
there exists a set of positive measure

E' for which
V~*

2 2

E anxnit) ^ k.

Since

f

J 0

| *„(/)| dt â Ap f | Xnit)| dt è A > 0
J 0

[5, p. 110], we have, Lemma 5 applied to x„(¿), after integrating that Ea»
<°o. It follows immediately
from this that E™a»xn(0 converges a.e.
We close this chapter with the discussion of the Lebesgue kernel of an
independent system.

Theorem 9. If lim inf /¿|xM(/)|¿^A>0,
then there exists no finite row
Toeplitz matrix which sums the kernel of an independent system. That is to say
it is impossible that a.e. we have

dt á
f IE *<*
¿ *i(0*i(fl)
J 0

¡fc=l

Proof by contradiction.
that a.e.

In virtue of Corollary

/.

11

0

M.

¡=1

2 to Theorem

Ek xiit)xiid) dt = M.
1

7, we infer
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In view of Lemma

1, we obtain

that

61

a.e.

| E x\t)x]iB) \1/2dt = C

/,

or for almost every 8 in E with w(£) = 1

E x\i8)x\it)
converges almost everywhere in /. Applying, for 8 SE, the Egoroff Theorem
and Lemma 5, we secure that E*?W converges a.e. Another application of
the Egoroff Theorem and Lemma 5 gives that E" K °°, which is impossible.
In the case when x„(/) are uniformly bounded, it can be shown that there
can exist no Toeplitz matrix such that
/I

dt=
E &<*
E *i(0)*.(O
i *=i ¡=i
W»

k

M

in a set £ of 0 of positive measure.
This result draws a sharp contrast between the kernel of an independent
system and the kernel of the Walsh system (completion of Rademacher series)
whose kernel is summable by the Cesàro matrix.
3. Independence
and lacunarity. We now exhibit several connections of
lacunary orthogonal systems with independent systems. We first proceed to
define what constitutes a lacunary orthogonal system.
We assume throughout
this chapter that

f xjfydt=0,

f xlit)dt= 1.

J 0

J 0

An orthogonal system c/>„(2)is said to be lacunary of order p>2 if whenever
Ea»<°°7
then Ea»0"W
converges strongly in Lp. It has been shown by
Steinhaus that this is equivalent to

a

(19)

I 7ft

E«nX„(0

ip \l/p
dt)

èUpiJ^an)

[6, chap. 7]. We show first:
Theorem
10. A necessary and sufficient condition that an independent
system x„(/) be lacunary of order p ip>2) is that fl |x„(/) | pdt^y for all n.
Proof.

Sufficiency. Using the Minkowski

(/

(E/»)p)

P ^ S(j"yî)

inequality

'

we have in virtue of Lemma 1, since p/2 > 1,

for/. > 1 and/„ ^ 0,
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( (^ IE "nXnit)
I'dtJ'"^Ap(f | E ¿¿(t)l^dtS*"

Thus

(19) has been established,

Necessity. If fELp'
77,.

2

«1

ip>2)

= A„ E a„l /

| Xnit)\Pdt\ = 7pE «•"■

which completes

the proof of sufficiency.

and aH=fl fxnit)dt, then

»

/

/» 1

\1/P'

/

/• I

»I

\1/P

E "-"=J /E a„x„(<)<i/
:SM |/1»'J ( J IE *»*»(*)
I"#) •
This implies with the aid of (19) that
7»

„\l/2

or
,1/2

/

,.

\l/p'

(?f-(/l'l'J

Consequently,
Ea»<
°° 7 hence \an\ =M. Suppose lim sup /? |»„(/) | pdt = 00,
then there exists a function/Gi-"'such
that lim sup |/?/x„(/)rf/|
= 00, which
is a contradiction.
Q.E.D.
In particular if x„(/) is uniformly bounded the system is lacunary of every
order greater than 2. This also follows from Lemma 1. Moreover, the proof of
the sufficiency establishes the following corollary.

Corollary

1. If fg\xnit)\pdt^y
a

1 I

7ft

I J>

for p>2, then

\ 1/p

/

p

I

771

I 2\

1/2

E «»««(0
\ dt) g TpM IE VnXnit)
jJ .

The hypothesis
/J|x„(/)|
"dt^y
if applied to any orthogonal
guarantees
the existence of a subsequence xnk which forms a lacunary

system
system

[6, chap. 7].
Corollary
2. If for every function fGL"'
have \a„\ —M¡, then Ea«<
°° for every function
Proof. The hypothesis
clearly
the proof we obtain Ean < °° •

Corollary

implies

3. If x„(/) is lacunary

iKp'<2)
in Lp'.

(/|x»(/)|

of order p>2,

with an=ffxn

pdtylp~y,

whence

we
as in

and if EI a„xnit) \q< <*>
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for a set E of positive measure,
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then EI anxnit) \q < « almost everywhere.

Proof. Since x„(i) is lacunary, it follows that/¿|x„(i)|
The remainder of the proof follows as in Theorem
We present other conditions for lacunarity.

=A>0

[6, chap.

7].

6.

Theorem
11. If fo\xnit)\p'dt = A>0 ip>2), then a necessary and sufficient
condition that xn(¿) is lacunary of order p is that the expansion of every f(EzLp
converge to a function in Lp.
Remark.
Since Ea« < °° 7 the expansion of every fSLp necessarily converges.
Necessity. Since x„(/) is lacunary, we have for any a„ the Fourier coeffi-

cient of/GLp

f

11 I

m

E

i

OnXnit)

J 0

An application
Sufficiency.

dt^k.iZalf'^y.

of Lemma 2 gives the result.
In virtue of Lemma 2, we have for every fÇzLp
1

J.

\s»(t)\'dt

è y.

0

In view of Theorem

1, we have for every/

f

in Lp

Snif) - smif)\»dt->0.

•/ 0

This gives for every

git) in Lp'

f

J 0

Whence,

\snig) - S,nig)\"'dt^0.

we have

^(OxÁt)lT'=
or

bnI á */.
As a consequence of Corollary 2 to Theorem 12 the
lows easily from this fact.
It is well known that lacunary
trigonometric
pendent series and we expect most of the results of
main valid for such series. It is first necessary to
Fourier series, we have the inequality

lacunarity

of order p fol-

series behave like indethe three chapters to reremark that for general
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f

(20)

max I Sn.it)\pdt á kp f \f\p

for p > 1

where
a0

Snk =-h

2

"*
E [a» cos »*.+

¿ri sin rix],

i

»*+! = Xm«; for X > 1,

an

f

bn

= I /
J

cos nx

sin wx

¿x.

In the case of lacunary trigonometric series the ordinary partial sums of such
series coincide with snk. Moreover, for lacunary trigonometric
series, we have
(21)

APi2^an

+ bn)

^

| in |

£APi2_.an

+ bn)

■

Clearly, (20) and (21) occupy the analogous role for the inequalities
of
Lemma 1. In the case of Lemma 5, it suffices to remark that if a lacunary trigonometric series is summable by a Toeplitz matrix in a set of positive measure
it converges almost everywhere.
Thus the methods of this paper yield many new proofs of known theorems
concerning lacunary trigonometric series.
For a general lacunary orthogonal system it is now known whether

f

max | Snit)\pdt^kpf

J 0

1^1^771

| s-it) \pdt
J 0

holds and hence we cannot assert the validity
such systems of functions.

of the results of this paper for
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